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To: oig@sec.gov
Cc: "chairmanoffice@sec.gov" <chairmanoffice@sec.gov>, CommissionerStein@sec.gov, CommissionerJackson@sec.gov,
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SEC illegally awards Booz Allen contract

Mr. Hoecker, Inspector General, SEC OIG:
The SEC just awarded Booz Allen Hamilton part of a $2.5 billion 10-year IT contract.
As it was an IT (which includes cybersecurity) contract, the SEC Chief Information Officer
(CIO) Chuck Riddle and the SEC Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) Andrew Krug were
involved. Riddle and Krug are both former Booz employees and can look forward to going back
to higher-paying Booz jobs.
Given Booz's dangerously IT incompetent performance -- just for example, high school dropout
and traitor Edward Snowden was a Booz employee and Booz itself was hacked and lost tens of
thousands of military emails to hackers -- Booz is clearly not qualified to fulfill this
contract. It is thus almost certain that SEC's Riddle and Krug abetted Booz in getting the
SEC contract in return for future Booz jobs.
Riddle and Krug are themselves IT incompetent and should also not have their SEC CIO and CISO
jobs for that reason.
Furthermore, given that Booz is a publically traded company, it is supposed to be under the
oversight of the SEC, but with Booz in such control of the SEC this oversight is fictitious.
I demand that this Booz-SEC contract be at least frozen and an investigation be performed re
undue influence of Booz in getting the contract and Booz's ability to fulfill this contract.
A popular account of this is given at:
Booz Hacks Fed IT, Makes It Incompetent, Insecure, Bankrupt
https://Apscitu.com/Articles/2018/11/15/Booz_Hacks_Fed_IT_Makes_It_Incompetent_Insecure_Bankru
pt/
Sincerely,
Duane Thresher, Ph.D.
(707) 640-0763
* CEO, Apscitu Inc., IT consulting for VIPs, https://Apscitu.com/
* CEO, Thresher Networks LLC
* Network engineer, Arctic Region Supercomputing Center (ARSC, a DOD facility)

* PhD, supercomputing, Columbia University & NASA
* MS, supercomputing, University of Arizona & NCAR
* BS, Electrical Engineering & Computer Science, MIT

